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THE COLLABORATORS

How close working relationships can deliver stunning project outcomes.
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THE ROALD DAHL MUSEUM

A BRIEF TO DESIGN THE BIOGRAPHICAL GALLERY IN THE 
MUSEUM DEDICATED TO THE AUTHOR AND HIS WORK SAW 
A RECREATION OF HIS WRITING HUT TAKE CENTRE STAGE.

“Once you’ve worked with someone and have the same thought processes, 
it becomes easier to come up with unusual and unique solutions,” says Dug 
Mackie, design director at Outside Studios, which designs and develops 
museum galleries, science centres and leisure attractions. Outside Studios was 
briefed by the Roald Dahl Museum and Story Centre in Great Missenden, 
Buckinghamshire, to re-fi t the biographical gallery at the museum. Th e 
central element was the re-housing of Dahl’s writing hut which was located 
in the garden of his house. 

Mackie brought in Pat O’Leary, director of Pat O’Leary Environmental 
Graphics, whom the company had worked with on several occasions. “Th e 
great thing about Pat is that she’s prepared to think about graphics as three-
dimensional and not just words on a printed page,” he says. 

Meanwhile, the task of printing direct to a range of media for the eclectic 
gallery fell to creative imaging company MJ Group with whom both Outside 
Studios and O’Leary have worked before. 

“Th e MJ guys are really open to trying new things,” says Mackie. “We 
also worked with them on Westonbirt, the National Arboretum, where we 
digitally printed on to timber laminate. Once we’ve been through a process 
like that, we know what they can achieve and have a wider knowledge base 
for what we can challenge them with next time.”
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After immersing themselves in the life of Dahl and his books, O’Leary, 
Mackie and Catherine Halcrow, co-director of Outside Studios, started to 
set the narrative for the gallery, deciding what should be part of the graphic 
display or an exhibit. They also visited the actual hut in Dahl’s garden. “It 
was an amazing feeling in the hut and there was a real sense of Dahl still 
being there as everything was left the same after he died,” says O’Leary. 

While they could move the contents, as Mackie explains they couldn’t 
move the hut so had to recreate a shell exactly the same size. “The new ‘hut’ 
is effectively a giant conservation standard museum case,” he says, adding 
that Outside Studios worked with a conservator who catalogued everything 
in the original, took it apart, conserved it and reassembled every detail from 
little pieces of paper and notes to the nicotine-stained Polystyrene tiles.

The next challenge was to make it look like Dahl’s real hut and the team 
came up with the idea of recreating the roses that were growing up the 
brickwork of the original. MJ Group, suggested use of a textured stucco digital 
wallpaper printed with a brick effect and the roses could be printed on this. 

As far as possible, O’Leary and Outside Studios wanted to avoid 
conventional graphic information panels. Dahl wrote specifically about his 
routines so they decided to weave some of these words into the roses to tell 
the story of his day. O’Leary explains that one of his daughters also wrote 
eloquently about her father’s day so they also used some of her words. 

O’Leary collaborated with illustrator Rosie Taylor to develop the roses: 
“She is just the right age to be brought up on Dahl which was great. One 
of the roses is in the first person and the other is in the third person and it 
talks about his daily routine with, for instance, one of the roses saying ‘(at 
lunchtime) he had his bloody Mary.’ The museum says the roses “beautifully 
enhance the sense of magic that the writing hut brings to the gallery”.

The recreated hut and two and three-
dimensional exhibits from the Solo Gallery.
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MYRIAD MEDIA

A giraffe printed onto MDF, a lozenge design floor based on the design 
of the original hut, typographic paving stones cut into lino, a lenticular 
stamp and cardboard-engineering were among the other elements, 
processes and techniques that combined to tell the story of Dahl’s life. 
The gallery picks up where his biography ‘Boy’ finishes off and second 
autobiography, ‘Going Solo’, begins. It includes his time working in Africa 
and also as an RAF pilot in the Second World War. 

Danny Bianchet, managing director of MJ Group, says the gallery 
involved a variety of different media and as well as printing direct to MDF 
for the giraffe, which was routed out to shape in two pieces around four 
metres tall, the imaging company also printed onto green-tinted perspex 
to create a reflection in the window of Dahl’s hut. 

“We also handmade bound books in our bindery and used our 
cardboard engineering skills to create a display of boxes of different sizes 
that is stuck to the wall,” he says. “For a job like this, everyone needs a 
clear vision in their head of what it’s all going to look like. No two jobs 
are ever the same and this one involved so much different media. Every 
job is a learning experience.” 

Mackie explains that by weaving interpretation into the fabric of an 
exhibit provides the visitor with that extra layer of interest. “They step up 
and think ‘that’s a rose’ but then see they are words and get a nice surprise,” 
he says. “By hiding interpretation in unexpected places, people are more 
inclined to remember it than if you put it on a graphic panel.”

A children’s gallery has to be durable and even more so in this case as 
the hut is close to an interactive exhibition featuring Quentin Blake, who 
illustrated Dahl’s books. The display encourages children to draw in a separate 
space but, as O’Leary points out, children with pencils in the hands in a gallery 
can potentially spell danger for nearby exhibits. “We didn’t want to give it a 
plastic coating so MJ came up with a liquid matt seal that you barely know is 
there and doesn’t affect texture and finish,” she says, adding that she has since 
used it on another project at Swiss Cottage on the Isle of Wight. 

Mackie said design of the whole Solo Gallery was very much a 
collaboration, typified by the combined effort used to create the hut. He 
says the key to this way of working is to ensure ongoing communication: 
“So everyone is up to speed with what’s in everyone else’s head. It can be 
a laborious process but if you do it well, what you end up can be quite 
exceptional. You can get a uniqueness out of the wider team working together.” 


